Adventure #8
Last Session…

T

he party wiped out the Cult of the Dragon in Thundertree by returning Venomfang her eggs. With the
directions now to Cragmaw Castle, they traveled overland until they found it deep within the
Neverwinter Wood, and then promptly waited and watched. Some weird water nymph below the castle
promised to show them a secret way to enter, but before moonrise could come, the party witnessed a band of
mounted hobgoblins departing with a hooded prisoner. Fearing that this was their target, Gundren
Rockseeker the Dwarf, they followed the riders, and Elgweth urged the prisoner to jump off the horse and
flee. He finally did so, and Elgweth followed up with an arrow to a hobgoblin, slaying it immediately and bring
the enemies down to five.

The hobgoblins wheel about immediately, confused, and a few more arrows zip toward them from the party
members who quickly scamper to cover in the treeline. The groups are currently 200 feet apart.

“You two! Get them!” yells the leader, and two mounted hobbers charge up the slope. But they can’t even
see all of the PCs, most of them hid except for the dwarf Thorin, and the three remaining hobgoblins don’t
even come close to hitting him with arrows at that range.

“Plan C!” shouts the leader, but only Elgweth understands goblin. “Plan C!”
All five hobgoblins dismount and use the horses for three-fourths cover, advancing warily up the slope with
their longbows ready. A foremost hobber is dropped with an arrow through the eye, and then an eldritch
blast from Carp the Halfling warlock fells another. The human they rescued tries to pull the bag off his head,
but his hands are bound in front and he has a hard time stumbling through the underbrush, but he manages to
get away.

I’m not going into the blow-by-blow details of this battle, but for a little while it was a war of attrition, but
gradually the heroes whittled down the enemies despite their outrageously high AC (it was a 23 but you were
still killing them—which is something I need to take into consideration moving forward). The hobbers rolled
horribly and I don’t think they landed more than one arrow. Cora runs across the arrow zone and finds the
prisoner and cuts his bonds. This guy is a mess, he’s been beaten and kicked, his eyes swollen and puffy and
he has a very hard time seeing.
“Save me!” he croaks. “Get me away from here!”

Cora helps the man limp to safety while her allies
continue exchanging fire with the hobgoblins on the trail.
In short order two more foes are dropped, and the
leader calls for a full retreat. The last two survivors
mount their horses and flee.

Five horses have been left without riders as well, and
they’re milling about the area. But first the group
inspects the prisoner to find out who is he, and as fate
would have it, both Elgweth the rogue and Feytah Wan
from Phandalin recognize the man despite his swollen
appearance and disfigured eyes…it is Glasstaff of the
Redbrands.

“My name is Iarno,” gasps the man. “Who are you? I
cannot see very well. Please, take me away. Do you
know of a local town called Phandalin?”
Cora shakes her head. “No.”

“Well, then Neverwinter? Take me to Neverwinter. I am a wealthy merchant, I’ll reimburse you upon our
arrival.”
The guy has been beaten up badly, his eyes puffy and swollen, or otherwise he’d come up with a better lie
when he recognized Elgweth and the others, particularly after his familiar observed them in the Redbrands
mansion, but Irano/Glasstaff is clinging to 1 hit point, bruised and beaten and malnourished and not thinking
clearly, and his immediate joy at being rescued precludes caution.
“I…I have a staff inside, I need it back. You slew all the hobgoblins! Surely you are formidable. Retrieve it for
me and you can have whatever spoils you find in the castle, just let me have my staff. It is an heirloom.”
They ask what kind of defenses are inside.

“Mostly goblins. A few hobgoblins, and their King Grol, a bugbear. There are many rooms in the bottom
levels, but I did not see them all. Please, will you help?”
The party questions him some more, particularly about a dwarf in Cragmaw Castle, and he says there WAS a
dwarf, but he was taken away and he doesn’t know when, but recently. And then they ask him about a place

called WAVE ECHO CAVE, and this finally tips off Glasstaff and NOW he knows who these strangers are. He
gets tightlipped.
“Forget the castle,” he whispers. “Take me to Neverwinter. You will be rewarded handsomely.”

Now, Elgweth the Rogue has a background with the Redbrands and Glasstaff in particular. He was nearly
assassinated by them for reasons even the elf is not clear about, and he swore revenge against the gang.
Iarno is the last surviving member of the gang, and moving behind him without another word, Elgweth makes
sure he’s the last deceased member of the Redbrands.

He thrusts a dagger to the hilt through his back. Gurgling on blood, Iarno sinks to the ground, dead.
[DM Note: I did not expect this to happen!!! But the character did indeed follow through with his revenge
motif]
Well, without the dwarf Gundren Rockseeker to find in the castle, they decide that it’s not worth the trouble
of fighting their way in. Even with the help of the nymph and her secret entrance, they decide to just let it wait
and use the druid’s map to find Wave Echo Cave. That’s where the dwarf has been taken, that’s where the
Forge of Spells is, and that’s probably where this person or thing The Black Spider is controlling events as if
from the center of a web.

They search the hobber bodies and then leave the corpses stacked in a grisly warning to whoever in the castle
eventually finds them, and then head duly southward through the woods until they reach the Triboar Road in
the grasslands. They only have one random encounter, rolled randomly from the DMG, and it is a coyote that
stares at them creepily from atop a rock. A second near-miss is a flock of hawk-headed flying things, but the
monsters don’t spot them, and by following the landmarks offered by the druid and details on the map, they
are able to find Wave Echo Cave by the end of the second day.

[DM Note – I had not read this far ahead into the adventure, I thought the whole session was going to be at
Cragmaw Castle, so there was some quick juggling going on]

The entrance is unadorned and quite difficult to find, just a narrow crevice winding into the rock of the Sword
Hills. Elgweth leads the way with darkvision, blade drawn, and finds a smallish cavern with a dead dwarf
laying amidst mining equipment. Only his boots seem nice and new, and the dwarf cleric pulls them off,
suspecting they are enchanted (they are).

Everyone but Fyhta Wan the human can see in the dark so he is handicapped, but the group wants to keep
their presence hidden as long as possible. A hemp rope is tied to a stalagmite and trails off into a pit, and
peeking down, Elgweth sees tunnels leading out north and south. The human stays behind to guard, not too
happy to be alone, but happier than climbing around in the dark. He huddles in the semi-darkness near the
cave entrance and waits for them to return.

Carp, Cora, Thorin and Elgweth climb down the rope and Elgweths inspects the narrow north passage. It
widens to ten foot tunnels, rough hewn and jagged, just the regular sort of tunnel you’d expect to see in a
mine. He checks out the south passage and finds a different setup: this one opens up in a small cavern with a
30 foot high ceiling. Numerous dwarf and orc skeletons litter the floor, and recessed into notches are eight
unlit copper lanterns.

But Elgweth spots something else. He’s not alone in here, and the entire ceiling suddenly ripples with
movement.

Ten bug like bird things disengage from the
ceiling and swoop down toward the elf, but he
had a split second head start to run. He flees
back toward his comrades, yelling a warning, but
it doesn’t come fast enough. The monsters
swarm into the crevice and immediately attack
Carp the Halfling, burrowing sharp proboscises
into four separate parts of his body. Blood
splatters and he shrieks in pain and there is brief
chaos in the dark chamber, and Fytha Wan up
above in the semi-gloom of the entrance starts
to get mighty scared. Already his companions are
screaming and they only left a minute ago!!

The halfilng is mercilessly drained within seconds,
and if not for Elgweth tossing multiple magic
missiles and Thorin smashing one to a bloody
pulp, Carp would have been easily killed.

He manages to teleport away, but we ruled
(random chance) that an attached stirge went
with him, and he stumbles toward Fytha Wan,
bloodied and moaning and begging for help, and
this REALLY scares the shit out of the human.

The last little beastie is slain, thankfully they die
easily, but anyone trapped alone with the horrors
would be in dire trouble.

That’s where we had to stop, and the rest of
Wave Echo Cave waits to be explored, and what
other horrors it holds, they have yet to find out.

